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We shall consider a first order language with equality, and the cor
responding structures. Reduced products {powers) and Horn sentences 
are defined in [4, pp. 199, 211]. An Vn sentence is a prenex sentence 
whose prefix consists of a block of universal quantifiers, followed by 
a block of existential quantifiers, followed by another block of uni
versal quantifiers, and so on n times; an sentences are defined dually. 
An EC (HC, VnC) is the class of all models of an elementary sentence 
(Horn sentence, Vn sentence), and an EC A (HCA, VWCA) is the class 
of all models of a set of elementary sentences (Horn sentences, Vn 

sentences). 

THEOREM 1. A sentence is preserved by proper reduced products iff it 
is equivalent to a Horn sentence. 

The "if" part of Theorem 1 is due to Chang [4, Theorem 2.6, p. 
215]. The "only iP was conjectured by Chang [8, p. 307] and proved 
by Keisler [8, result A, p. 307; Corollary 4.3, p. 322] assuming that 
at least one case of the generalized continuum hypothesis holds, i.e., 
that 2ct = a+ for some infinite cardinal a. Now, I have not found a 
direct proof of Theorem 1 without using the continuum hypothesis. 
Instead I have observed that, using Ershov's results in [2], one can 
eliminate the continuum hypothesis from Theorem 1 by Kreisel's 
method [l l , p. 165] based on Gödel's proof of the consistency of the 
continuum hypothesis. On the basis of Theorem 1, several related 
results (Theorems 2, 6, and 8), previously known to follow from the 
continuum hypothesis, can be proved without assuming that hypoth
esis and without further recourse to Kreisel's method. 

THEOREM 2. An EC à is closed under proper reduced products iff it is 
an HCA. 

The "iP in Theorem 2 is due to Chang [4, Corollary 2.7, p. 215]; 
the "only iP was proved by Keisler [8, Corollary 4.1, p. 322] assum-
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ing that 2 a = a + for some infinite cardinal a not less than the number 
of sentences needed to characterize the given EC A- Since a conjunc
tion of Horn sentences is equivalent to a Horn sentence, it is clear 
that an EC is an HCA iff it is an HC; hence Theorem 1 is included in 
Theorem 2. 

The elementary types of Boolean algebras were first described by 
Tarski [12]. We will use Ershov's notation [2, p. 22] for these types; 
thus the type of a non trivial atomless Boolean algebra is (0, 0, 1). 
We will say that a class K of structures is closed under (n, p, g)-
powers if the reduced power A*/D belongs to K for any AÇ.K and 
any filter D such that the Boolean algebra 2I/D is of type (n, p, q). 
We will say that K is closed under direct products if it is closed under 
direct products of two factors, i.e., if the direct product - 4 X 5 belongs 
to K whenever A and B belong to K. Vaught has shown [3, Corollary 
6.7, p. 84] that an EC A closed under direct products of two factors 
is also closed under direct products of arbitrary nonempty families 
of structures. The next theorem is a Vaught-type result for reduced 
products: it tells us that classes of structures defined in certain ways, 
and closed under certain special types of reduced product, are closed 
under arbitrary proper reduced products. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose K is one of the following: 
(a) an V2CA closed under direct products; 
(b) an V4CA closed under direct products and (0, 0, l)-powers; 
(c) an VÖCA closed under direct products, (0, 0, l)-powers, and 

(1, 0, l)-powers; 
(d) an VCCA closed under direct products, (0, 0, l)-powers, and 

( 1 , 1 , 0)-powers; 
(e) an VQCA closed under direct products, (0, 0, l)-powers, (1, 1, 0)-

powers, and (1, 0, l)-powers; 
(f) an ECA closed under direct products, (0, 0, l)-powers, (1, 1, 0)-

powers, (1, 0, l)-powers, and (2, 1, 0)-powers. 
Then K is closed under proper reduced products, and is therefore an 

HCA. 

Theorems 3(a)-(e) all become false, even for classes of Boolean 
algebras, if VnCA is changed to BnC; for case (a) this was shown by 
Chang and Morel [l , p. 153]. 3(a) is essentially due to Weinstein, who 
showed [13, Theorem 1.3.1, p. 23] that an V2 sentence preserved by 
direct products is equivalent to an V2 Horn sentence; moreover, it fol
lows easily by the methods of [13] that a set of V2 sentences which is 
preserved by direct products is equivalent to a set of V2 Horn sen
tences, and is therefore preserved by proper reduced products. 
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Weinstein has remarked that the elementary type of a reduced 
power Az/D depends only on the elementary types of the structure 
A and the Boolean algebra 2l/D\ i.e., if A = B and 2I/D^2J/Ei then 
AT/D^BJ/E. (One can derive this from the basic theorem of Fefer-
man and Vaught [3, Theorem 3.1, p. 65] on generalized products, 
using a result of Ershov's [2, Theorem 5, p. 28] on the theory of 
filters; alternatively, one can give a direct proof, similar to the proof 
of the Feferman-Vaught theorem.) Now let K be an ECA, and con
sider any filter D over any set I such that the Boolean algebra 2*/D 
is of type (n, p, q). In view of Weinstein's observation, K is closed 
under (n, p> g)-powers iff A1/DEK for all AEK. Moreover, Ershov 
has shown [2, p. 31 ] that every Boolean algebra is elementarily 
equivalent to one of the form 20>/D. Consequently, in order to test 
whether an ECA is closed under (n, p, q)-powers, it suffices to consider 
a single filter over a). Thus we obtain from 3(b) and 3(f) the following 
corollaries: 

COROLLARY 4. Let Do be the filter of cofinite subsets of co. If K is an 
V4CA, and if A XBEK and A<*/DQEK for all A, B£K, then K is an 
HCA. 

COROLLARY S. There are f our filters Do, Du D2, D* over œ such that 
any class K of structures is an HCA iff it satisfies the following condi
tions: 

(a) KGECA', 

(b) if A, BEK, then AXBGK; 
(c) ifAEK, then A<*/DiE.Kfor i = 0, 1, 2, 3. 

In particular, an ECA that is closed under direct products (of two 
factors) and co-indexed proper reduced powers is an HCA* This im
proves on some results of Keisler's: (I) If 2W =o)+, and if K is the class 
of all models of a countable set of sentences, and K is closed under 
co-indexed proper reduced products, then K is an HCA [8, Corollary 
4.1, p. 322]. (II) If 2a = ce+ for some infinite cardinal a, then any 
sentence preserved by direct products and proper reduced powers is 
equivalent to a Horn sentence [6, Theorem 4] . ( I l l ) If 2w=co+, then 
any sentence preserved by direct products and co-indexed proper re
duced powers is equivalent to a Horn sentence. (This follows from 
(II) and [8, Corollary 4.2, p. 322].) 

THEOREM 6. An ECA is closed under proper reduced powers iff it is 
characterized by a set of disjunctions of Horn sentences. 

This was proved by Keisler [8, Corollary 4.2, p. 322] assuming that 
2« = a+ for some infinite cardinal a not less than the number of sen-
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tences needed to characterize the given EC^ Note that, by the re
marks preceding Corollary 4, an ECA that is closed under co-indexed 
proper reduced powers is closed under arbitrary proper reduced 
powers. 

COROLLARY 7. A sentence is preserved by proper reduced powers iff 
it is equivalent to a disjunction of Horn sentences. 

This was proved by Keisler [8, Corollary 4.3, p. 322] assuming that 
2«=a+ for some infinite cardinal a. 

THEOREM 8. If every Horn sentence holding in all members of a class 
K of structures holds in the structure B, then some elementary extension 
of B is isomorphic to a proper reduced product of members of K. 

A stronger form of Theorem 8, with "ultrapower" in place of "ele
mentary extension," was proved by Keisler [8, result B, p. 308] as
suming the generalized continuum hypothesis. Note that this stronger 
result follows from Theorem 8 together with Keisler's theorem to the 
effect that (assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis) ele
mentarily equivalent structures have isomorphic ultrapowers [7, 
Theorem 2.4, p. 487]. Theorem 1 can be strengthened to the following 
"interpolation theorem/' from which Theorems 2 and 6 can also be 
derived : 

THEOREM 9. Given a sentence <fi, we can effectively find finitely many 
Horn sentences <j>i, • • • , <f>n with the property that, if K is any class of 
structures closed under proper reduced products, then K\=.<j> iff K\=.<i>i 
for some i. 

For example, if <l> = \fx3y[(PxyA~~]Qxy)\/Rxy], we can take <£i 
= VxByRxy and <t>2 — VxByiy2[PxyiA(Qxy\—>Rxy2)]. In this case, if 
K is even closed under direct products, we have that K fc<f> iff either 
K t=0i or Ktz<fi2. By the way, Theorem 9 remains true if we change 
"proper reduced products" and "Horn sentences" to "direct products" 
and "product sentences" (i.e., sentences preserved by direct products) ; 
this fact was discovered independently by Weinstein and myself, and 
is proved in [13]. The next two theorems answer an unpublished 
question of Addison's, as to whether there are any natural classes of 
sentences with the property of generating, up to logical equivalence, 
under Boolean operations, all elementary sentences. 

THEOREM 10. Every sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination 
of Horn sentences. 

For example, if <f>*s:V%Sy[(PxyA~~]QxyA~~]Rxy)\/Sxy], then 
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0<=*AiA~~l02» where 

0i = Vxyo Byxy2 [(Pxy0->Pxyi) A (Qxyi->Sxy2) A (JZxyi-*Sxy*) ] 

and fas=BxVy[~~\PxyA~~\Sxy]. For amusement, the reader may 
try to express the sentence 

Vx By [Pxy V Qxy V C~]Rxy A~]Sxy) ] 

as a Boolean combination of Horn sentences. The definition of a 
strict Horn sentence may be obtained from the definition of a Horn 
sentence [4, p. 211] by changing "at most one" to "exactly one"; 
equivalently, a strict Horn sentence is a Horn sentence that holds in 
the "unit system" [4, p. 198]. It is easy to see that every Horn 
sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of (at most two) 
strict Horn sentences. Hence Theorem 10 can be slightly improved: 
Every sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination of strict Horn 
sentences. 

THEOREM 11. Every sentence is equivalent to a Boolean combination 
of sentences preserved by direct factors. 

A syntactical characterization of Sentences preserved by direct 
factors has been given by Keisler [9, Corollary 6.2, p. 348]. 

COROLLARY 12. If A ^A XB X C> then A^AXB. 

This corollary is also easily derivable from a result of Vaught's 
[3, Theorem 6.6, p. 83]. Note that the corollary becomes false if ele
mentary equivalence is replaced by isomorphism ; Kinoshita has given 
a counterexample using countable Boolean algebras [l0]. A simpler 
proof of Kinoshita's result may be found in [5]. 

THEOREM 13. (Jliei Ai/D)J/E=Jliei (A{/E)/D, for any struc
tures A i and any filters D and E. 

COROLLARY 14. (A^DY/E^^A'/EY/D. 

On the other hand, the structures (A'/DY/E and (AJ/EY/D need 
not be isomorphic, nor even have the same cardinality [4, p. 207]. 
By a Horn theory I mean the set of all consequences of a set of Horn 
sentences; equivalently, a Horn theory is the theory of a class of 
structures closed under proper reduced products. (The equivalence 
follows from Theorem 8 or Theorem 9.) 

THEOREM IS. If T is either (a) a complete theory or (b) a Horn the
ory , the decision problem for validity in T is reducible to the same prob
lem restricted to Horn sentences. 
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This follows from Theorem 10 in the case of a complete theory, and 
from Theorem 9 in the case of a Horn theory. 15(b) generalizes 
Ershov's result [2, p. 17] that, if a class K of structures has a de-
cidable theory, so does the class of all reduced products of members 
of K. 15(b) can also be regarded as a generalization of Tarski's result 
[12] that the theory of Boolean algebras is decidable, since it is easy 
to see that every Horn sentence holding in the 2-element Boolean 
algebra holds in all nontrivial Boolean algebras. (Of course this fol
lows from the above-mentioned result of Ershov's, that every Boo
lean algebra is elementarily equivalent to a reduced power of the 2-
element Boolean algebra; but there is also a simple direct proof.) 
However, we do not have a new proof of Tarski's result, since the 
decidability of the theory of Boolean algebras was needed to get 
effectiveness in Theorem 9. 
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